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WarmingTrends
Ward off cold-weather blues with these sunny
new designs and fresh collections by Tori Mellott

Fabricut

Just Trim It

Studio
4
Seems like four is one lucky number—at least for the

owners of Studio 4 showroom, now introducing its
first collection of customizable rugs. The line features
designs from four lauded decorating teams: Amanda
Nisbet, Carrier and Company, Katie Ridder, and Tilton
Fenwick (“Fenwick Floral,” above). The bright and
playful rugs pack a serious design punch. Echoing this
report, the two designers who head Tilton Fenwick
describe their rugs as “a fearless mix of colors and
pattern layered on pattern.” (studiofournyc.com)

Yves Delorme

Painterly Pillows

Look more closely and you’ll discover that the delightful,
meticulous patterns on Yves Delorme’s “Kacho-Ga” bedding
are not embroidered but actually painted. Based on the
Japanese motifs of the same name, Kacho-Ga is
the latest introduction to the French-based
linens house. Set on a burnt coral
backdrop that’s ideal for the cooler
months, delicate birds and
flowers are juxtaposed with
a geometric pattern
on the reverse.
(yvesdelorme.com)
—Kari Costas
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As most of the pros in the
design world will tell you,
"it’s all about the details,” and
thankfully, trim adds that “je
ne sais quoi” that homeowners
long for. Fabricut’s new Border,
Braids & Tapes collection
features 17 designs that run the
gamut of colors and patterns.
With Greek keys, trellises, and
two-tone tribal designs, there
is something for every palette
and every need. Go from boring
to bespoke with a hit of this
pleasing passementerie.
(fabricut.com)

l Nettle + Fin

The designers behind New York
fabric company nettle + fin looked
to the ocean for inspiration when
collaborating on their first line of
fabrics modeled on microscopic images
of marine life (nettleandfin.com).
This influence was a natural: One
designer is an East Coast graphic
designer, and the other two are
biologists who study Hawaiian sea
plants. Starting with plants invisible
to the naked eye, the team zoomed in
to reveal graphic, almost hypnotic
patterns. The results are colorful
textiles born from the intersection
of science and imagination.
—Lucy Fitzgerald
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Clé
Tiles
Inspired by his travels, South
Liberty London

Garden Roots

After the success of trendy collaborations with contemporary
retailers like J.Crew and Nike, it’s easy to forget that Liberty
London is more than a century old. Founded in 1875, the
iconic British emporium (liberty.co.uk) is going back to its
roots in textile design with its second-ever upholstery launch.
Featuring 18 different designs, the Nesfield Collection
(inspired by the British landscape architect William Nesfield)
includes fabrics, wallpapers, and paints. Archival prints are
paired with new ones like the “Fresco” fabric, above, which is
hand-painted with inks of flowers from a French garden. —K.C.

African artist Ruan Hoffmann
has designed his second
collection of cement tiles for
Clé. “Postcards From Myself”
includes 25 lithographed
designs on 8-inch-square tiles,
mostly in vibrant blues and
poppy reds. “These designs,”
says Hoffmann, “represent my
connections to the oceans where
I have swum, ancient cities I
have explored, and the shadows
and exuberance of animals and
plants.” (cletile.com)

l Alexandra Foster

Boston native Alexandra Foster, a
former product manager for famed
retailer Liberty London, was on a
routine buying trip at Italy’s Lake
Como when she realized there was
a market for competitively priced
luxury pillows. Shortly thereafter,
Foster launched her own eponymous
line (alexandrafoster.com). Each
silk cushion, named affectionately
after one of the jet-setter’s favorite
destinations, is printed and handsewn in northern Italy. —K.C.

l Pierre Frey

Lorena Gaxiola

Splendor in the Glass

When Mexican-born Lorena Gaxiola moved to San Diego as a teen with her family, she
immediately starting flexing her artistic muscles. After becoming a recognized painter,
she opened her design studio, Kuatro LLC, in 2000. This fall, she will launch her
namesake lifestyle collection, which includes tableware, bedding, lighting, rugs, and
other furnishings (lorenagaxiola.com). Sleek and artistic, this full-service collection
is simply the next manifestation in Gaxiola’s dedication to beauty and functionality.
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It’s elephants on parade with Pierre
Frey’s newest collection of fabrics
and wallpapers (pierrefrey.com).
The Jacaranda Collection celebrates
the beauty and wonder of nature
through the cultures of Southeast
Asia. One of the most fanciful and
whimsical designs in the wallpaper
collection is “Jardin de Mysore,”
above. Offered in four colorways
(Multicolore, Bleu, Brun, Beige),
the design is a reproduction of an
archival document depicting a
stylized interpretation of Persian
animals and flowers.
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Schumacher

Go Global

Internationally acclaimed designer Martyn Lawrence
Bullard can stamp India, Morocco, and Turkey into his
design passport. After his successful fabric collection
for Schumacher (fschumacher.com), the designer turned
to the romance of his world travels for wallcovering
inspiration. Intricately rendered panels and borders
executed in indigo, and spicy shades of saffron and rust,
nod to the painted tiles and graphic patterns from these
far-flung regions that contribute some of the most colorful
and detailed motifs on the planet.—Krissa Rossbund

l Harbinger L.A.

Jacques Garcia

Timeless Elegance

Revered designer Jacques Garcia is at it again for
Baker Furniture. In his newest collection for Baker
(bakerfurniture.com), Garcia brings another whopping
dose of elegance to the furniture world. He draws on
historical styles with furniture shapes rooted in the
classics while incorporating a livable, modern sensibility.
Many of the pieces reflect his lifelong passion for
French design. Oui, Oui to that!

Southern California just got hotter.
Scottish woolen mill Johnstons of
Elgin not only hopped the pond, it
also hopped over the United States
to Los Angeles for its American
debut. Products of the 200-plusyear-old firm are available through
Harbinger, the West Hollywood
showroom owned and operated by
the design team of Joe Lucas and
Paris Chilcoat (harbingerla.com).
The collection includes wool textiles
of modernized plaids, stripes,
paper-thin sheers, and ready-made
cashmere throws and pillows. —K.R.

Bookcase

Jan Showers

Glamorous Retreats
Whether it’s jetting
to the mountains, the
beach, or the lake,
Showers knows a thing
or two about creating
relaxing getaways.
Designing spaces to kick
up one’s heels, enjoy
art, nature, books, or
entertaining, the author’s
retreats convey a warm
and cozy vibe yet still
manage to exude the
glamour for which she
is known. (Abrams, $50)
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Stephen Sills

Decoration
Successfully mixing
ultra-traditional and
ultra-modern takes a level
of expertise and skill
surpassing that of most
decorators. Sills, however,
has that raw talent in
spades. Each page delights
as it reveals his magical
mixing act. From rococo
to Biedermeier to the
modernism of the ’70s,
this book is a study of the
ways opposites attract.
(Rizzoli New York, $65)
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Alexa Hampton

Decorating in Detail
Showing her range and
simultaneously divulging
all her tricks, secrets, and
magic touches, Hampton
demystifies design. She
covers everything from
selecting a sofa and
decorating an urban
kitchen to choosing a color
scheme and trimming a
window treatment. No
decorating stone is left
unturned in this beautiful
and truly educational book.
(Potter Style, $50)

Alan Barlis and
Dennis Wedlick

Classic & Modern–
Signature Styles
Traditional and modern
styles are not mutually
exclusive. Architects Barlis
and Wedlick illustrate in
a study of 14 homes that
the fusion of classic and
contemporary elements,
along with the homeowner’s
personal preferences,
results in a “signature style”
home uniquely suited to
those who live there. (ORO
Editions, $50) —Amy Elbert

Thomas Pheasant

Simply Serene
Grounded in classicism,
restraint, and symmetry,
Pheasant’s interiors seem to
channel the grandeur and
beauty of Greek and Roman
architecture. Unfussy and
perfectly proportioned, his
style is artfully realized
through rooms that often
feel like dreamscapes. Shot
partially in black and white,
this book is one part art
monograph and one
part decorating manual.
(Rizzoli New York, $60)

